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1. Introduction. Let M be a compact complex manifold (of m complex 
dimensions), and let G be a compact Lie group acting analytically on 
M. Then the Dolbeault complexes 

0 -* T I A (M) U> • • • ^ T rI\ (M) -> • • • -» 0, 

p = 0 , . . . , m, are G-elliptic complexes (for the definitions and following 
notions see [1], [2], [3]) and their analytical indices x(/4p'*, G) (or simply 
Xp) are elements in the group representation ring R(G). Following Hirze-
bruch [4], we have the xy(A

p'*,G) (or ^-characteristic, YJP=O Xp( — y)p 

(here we take the alternating sum rather than the sum in [4]), which is an 
element in R(G)[y], 

Let ^k be the category of (M, G) such that M has k fixed points under 
the analytical action of G, and let <& = U^o^fc- I*1 this note we study 
the category ^ k , k = 2, 3, for the case G = S1. (Note: (i) c€1 = 0 and 
(ii) xy = 0 for (M, S1)e%>0.) Precisely the problem is: what are the neces
sary conditions for (M, S ^ e ^ , k = 2, 3, and if they do exist, what is 
their xy and the representations of S1 on the tangent planes over the 
fixed point set? The main tools for this study are the S * -index theory 
and Atiyah-Bott fixed point formula. Only the statement of the result is 
given here. The details of the proof will appear elsewhere. 

2. Main theorems. 

THEOREM 1. If (M,Sl)e^, then xyeZ[y], Furthermore, if at a fixed 
point A, the representation of S1 on the tangent plane TAM is given by 
TAM(t) = tai + . . . + ta™, where t e Rtf1) = Z[t, t~*], then 

w xy- i n (V1^)-
Sl(A) = A i=l \ l ~ l J 

THEOREM 2. If(M, S1) e < 2̂ » then either (i) M = S2 or (ii) (complex) dim M 
= 3. 
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